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The recording of event-related potentials (ERPs) in the brain has allowed for a better
understanding of human sensory and cognitive processing. This technique may also prove
useful in studying implicit social attitudes and their effects on information processing.
Here, ERPs were used in a study of “hot cognition” in the context of political concepts.
Hot cognition, as applied to the political domain, posits that all sociopolitical concepts
that have been evaluated in the past are affectively charged, and that this affective charge
is automatically activated from long-term memory within milliseconds of presentation of
the political stimulus. During an evaluative priming task, ERP recordings showed that
affectively incongruent prime/target pairs elicited an enhanced negativity with a peak
latency of about 400 milliseconds relative to affectively congruent prime/target pairs. These
differences suggest that automatic, implicit evaluations were made in response to strongly
positive and negative political stimuli, and that these evaluations affected the subsequent
processing of a high-valence adjective. Therefore, it appears that the emotional valence of
a political prime is stored along with the concept itself, and that an affective response
becomes active upon mere exposure to the political stimulus.
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In this paper we report the results of an experiment that used event-related
potentials (ERPs) to test the “hot cognition” hypothesis that underlies the on-line
processing model of evaluation of political stimuli. The hot cognition hypothesis
posits that all sociopolitical concepts a person has evaluated in the past become
affectively charged—positively or negatively, strongly or weakly. Later, when
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thinking about or called on to evaluate a stimulus—for example, a political leader
(Lodge, Steenbergen, & Brau, 1995), group, or issue (Lodge & Taber, 2002)—
this affective charge is spontaneously activated from long-term memory and inte-
grated to an updated summary tally, and thereby colors all subsequent cognitive
and evaluative judgments about that stimulus (Taber & Lodge, 2000). Implicit in
the hot cognition hypothesis is that all sociopolitical representations in long-term
memory (Bargh, Chaiken, Govender, & Pratto, 1992), or at any rate most of them
(Fazio, Sanbonmatsu, Powell, & Kardes, 1986), can be and typically are activated
spontaneously on mere exposure to the stimulus (Bargh, 1994).

The spontaneous activation of affect has been demonstrated in several para-
digms, including judgment (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995), attitude formation
(Betsch, Plessner, Schwieren, & Gutig, 2001), the expression of attitudes (Bargh,
1994; Fazio et al., 1986), stereotyping (Devine, 1989; Dovidio, Evans, & Tyler,
1986), self-esteem (Greenwald & Pratkanis, 1984), evaluations of political can-
didates, issues, groups, and symbols (Lodge & Taber, 2000; Taber & Lodge,
2000), and other aspects of social cognition (see Bargh, 1997; Greenwald &
Banaji, 1995).

The Underlying Model of Hot Cognition

To set the hot cognition hypothesis in perspective, let us briefly review the
cognitive architecture underlying these information-processing mechanisms
(Lodge & Taber, 2000; Taber, in press). A cornerstone of any model of political
reasoning is the citizen’s preexisting knowledge and predilections. These long-
term factors, functionally speaking, require a vast long-term memory (LTM) for
storing facts, beliefs, and predispositions, and a mechanism for “moving” one’s
knowledge about leaders, parties, and issues from LTM into working memory
(WM), where it can be attended to (Rumelhart & Norman, 1988; Sanford, 1986).
Attention is very limited, perhaps to the magic number 7 ± 2 bits or chunks of
information (Miller, 1956), hence the need for heuristics and other simplifying
mechanisms for thinking and reasoning.

LTM is organized associatively, and it is useful to think of knowledge struc-
tures metaphorically in LTM as a configuration of nodes linked to one another in
a network of associations [or, if you prefer, as neurons “bundled” together by
weighted connections (Read & Miller, 1998; Smith, 1996)]. If we were able to
tap a citizen’s complete political knowledge structure, there might be tens of thou-
sands of nodes (among them, for example, one for George W. Bush) with a
complex network of associations (for Bush, these may include his demographics,
his stands on issues, perceived traits, and maybe an inferential abstraction or
two—e.g., that he is conservative). Many links represent beliefs, or what Judd and
Krosnick (1989) called “implicational relations,” the strength of which will vary.
Moreover, memory objects vary in accessibility—the ease with which a stored
concept lying dormant in LTM can be retrieved into WM.
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A serious problem with this classic model of cognitive information process-
ing is its inability to account for the role of affect. Taking a lead from Fazio and
his colleagues (Fazio, Jackson, Dunton, & Williams, 1995; Fazio et al., 1986;
Fazio & Williams, 1986; see also Fiske, 1981; Sears, Huddy, & Schaffer, 1986),
we view all objects in LTM that represent sociopolitical concepts as affect laden,
with this affect varying along two dimensions: valence and strength. That is,
sociopolitical objects in LTM are directly linked to evaluative tags, or summary
judgments of the objects, on the basis of past evaluative processing. Our hot cog-
nition hypothesis—following Abelson’s (1963) lead, and building directly on this
architecture and on the theoretical and empirical work described above—asserts
that the affect associated with sociopolitical objects in LTM will come automati-
cally to mind (i.e., enter WM) along with the object itself.

But how is information moved from LTM into WM? Spreading activation
provides the mechanism. A node in LTM switches from dormancy to a state of
readiness with the potential to be moved into WM when it receives activation,
either because it is a direct object of thought processes or because it is closely
linked to an object of thought. The top panel of Figure 1 (adapted from Barsalou,
1992, p. 46) depicts the activation process, with the y axis representing the level
of activation of a given node in LTM and the x axis representing time in mil-
liseconds (ms). The rise time from dormant state to activation threshold is almost
instantaneous (100 to 200ms). Although Figure 1 does not show this, activation
also decays quite rapidly, so that a given node will drop back to baseline in about
1 second if there is no further source of activation.

Imagine a person reading about President Bush in a newspaper headline.
Without perceptible effort, the concept BUSH becomes activated and pops into
consciousness; even more important for our purposes, activation spreads along
the network of links to related concepts, thereby “priming” strong semantic asso-
ciations of BUSH (he is a REPUBLICAN) as well as beliefs (he opposes TAXES).
For a few hundred milliseconds, these associated concepts remain in a heightened
state of arousal; any additional activation will likely push them over the activa-
tion threshold and into WM.

It may be useful to think of priming through spreading activation as produc-
ing preconscious expectations. The bottom panel of Figure 1 shows the activation
of associations under different priming conditions. Consider again the activation
of the concept BUSH from a newspaper headline. As noted, concepts associated
with BUSH in LTM also receive activation, thereby raising them near the thresh-
old, so that any subsequent processing that passes activation to these energized
concepts will likely drive them over the threshold. In a sense, primed associations
(perhaps Bush’s Republican label or his stand on gun control) are “expected”
(uppermost of the three curves), so that it takes substantially less processing to
activate them. In short, they have a better chance of getting into WM, of being
processed faster, and thereby of “framing” the perception, recognition, and inter-
pretation of subsequent information.
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Conversely, spreading activation can inhibit the processing of unexpected 
categories (lowermost curve). When a concept from an unexpected category is
encountered unexpectedly, more bottom-up processing is necessary before it may
pass the threshold and enter WM. If the word “walnut” was processed initially,
this would inhibit the recognition of semantically unrelated concepts (such as
REPUBLICAN), which would take more time and effort to process.

We also posit a control or “baseline” condition (middle curve) in which no
expectations are created by a prime. The nonword BBB, for example, which
conveys no semantic expectations, would neither facilitate nor inhibit the recog-
nition and categorization of subsequent concepts.

To turn the notion of hot cognition from postulate to hypothesis, we adapted
the experimental paradigm developed by Fazio and his colleagues (1986) for
empirically testing the premise that affect is directly tagged to its conceptual node
and “travels” with it into WM automatically upon the mere exposure of the
concept. Fazio’s attitude-priming paradigm is a spinoff of the classic lexical deci-
sion paradigm: An experimental subject sees a “prime” word (e.g., “BIRD”)
flashed on a computer screen for 200ms, followed 100ms later—when the prime
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word’s activation is at its peak—by a second word, a “target” stimulus (e.g.,
“robin,” “rose,” “binor”), which remains on screen until the subject makes a
response (typically by pressing one button “as fast as possible without making
too many errors” if the target is a legal English word, another button if it is not).
Note that the subject is not asked directly whether the target is associated with
the prime. Rather, an inference about whether the target and prime are linked 
in the person’s LTM is made on the basis of reaction times recorded while 
performing the unrelated (word/not-a-word) task. These and similar cognitive
priming paradigms produce robust effects (Collins & Loftus, 1975). Moreover,
these cognitive associations are automatic; they are generated spontaneously and
cannot be easily suppressed (Neely, 1976, 1977).

But what about affect? The hot cognition hypothesis posits that affect is also
primed along with the concept. To test the hot cognition hypothesis, we adapted
the attitude-priming paradigm developed by Fazio et al. (1986) and Bargh (1997)
to the political domain (Figure 2). Here, as in the cognitive priming paradigm, we
expose subjects to a prime and then present a target word, but in this variant of
the paradigm, their task is to press one of two buttons labeled [+] and [-] to indi-
cate (“as fast as possible without making too many errors”) whether the target
word has a positive or negative connotation. On each trial the name of an attitude
object (e.g., COCKROACH) is presented for 200ms on a computer screen, fol-
lowed by a blank-screen interval of 100ms; the elapsed time from the onset of
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the prime to the onset of the target, in this case 300ms—when the priming effect
is at its peak—is called the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) and is often varied
as an experimental manipulation to distinguish automatic from conscious pro-
cessing. Then a target word—chosen for its unambiguous positive or negative
connotation—is presented. The subject’s task is to indicate by a button press
whether the target word is “good” or “bad” in meaning. The latency time from
onset of target word to the subject’s response is recorded. As described by Bargh
et al. (1992),

The logic of the design was that to the extent that presentation of the atti-
tude object name activated the evaluation associated with the attitude
object, this evaluation (good or bad) would then influence how quickly
subjects could correctly classify the target adjective as positive or nega-
tive in meaning. If the adjective was of the same valence as the attitude
object prime, responses should have been faster (i.e., facilitated) relative
to a baseline response. . . . Conversely, if the adjective and prime were
of opposite valence, responses should be slower. The time from the onset
of the prime word to the onset of the target word (300ms) is a critical
feature of this priming paradigm as it is too brief an interval for [sub-
jects] to develop an active expectancy or response strategy regarding the
target adjective that follows; such conscious and flexible expectancies
require at least 500ms to develop, and to influence responses in priming
tasks (Neely, 1977; Posner & Snyder, 1975). Given an SOA (interval
from prime to target) of 300ms, then, if presentation of an attitude object
prime influences response time to a target adjective, it can only be attrib-
uted to an automatic, unintended activation of the corresponding attitude.
(p. 894)

For example, if COCKROACH is the prime and the target word is “disgusting,”
we would expect facilitation—a relatively fast response time (about 500 to 
600ms) to say “disgusting,” a negative word—because the prime and target are
affectively congruent. Conversely, if the target word is “delightful,” we would
expect inhibition—a slower response time (about 800ms on average) to say
“delightful,” a positive word—because the association is affectively incongruent.
Note again that this is a nonreactive measure: The subject’s task is not to say
whether the target word describes the prime word, but rather to simply indicate
whether the target word is positive or negative, not whether the word is semanti-
cally associated. This is a strong test for discerning whether affect is sponta-
neously activated along with the concept itself.

In series of experiments, Lodge and Taber (2000) gave subjects a campaign
brochure for a hypothetical congressman, William Lucas. In addition to his
picture, the brochure presented details of his background and experience as well
as his strong position on the death penalty (pro for half the subjects, con for the
others). After reading the brochure, subjects participated in a classical sentence
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verification task in which they indicated by a true/false button response whether
Lucas was, for example, a Republican, a woman, or anti–death penalty. The 
subjects also participated in an attitude-priming task where LUCAS preceded such
target adjectives as “delightful,” “disgusting,” “angry,” and “sad.” Figure 3 shows
reaction times for the cognitive true/false responses to the single-word targets
“congressman,” “Democrat,” “married,” and “woman,” as well as the mean reac-
tion time to the single-word affective targets in the attitude-priming task. On
average, it took subjects less than 700ms to make an affective response, about
twice as fast as the time to verify a cognitive association. This finding was inter-
preted by Lodge and Taber as supporting the hot cognition hypothesis; moreover,
it may reflect what Zajonc (1984) called “the primacy of affect” (Murphy &
Zajonc, 1993): Affect comes to mind faster than the cognitive associations thought
to cause the affective response.

Although these and other behavioral measures (e.g., the Implicit Association
Test; Greenwald & Banaji, 1995) have proven valuable in validating the hot cog-
nition hypothesis, in this paper we turn to a more direct, neurophysiological test
of this hypothesis.

The ERP Paradigm

ERPs are patterned voltage changes in the ongoing electroencephalogram
(EEG) that are time-locked to specific processing events. By averaging the brain’s
electrical response to a particular class of events, conclusions can be drawn about
the populations and timing of neurons being recruited for sensory and cognitive
processes associated with these events.
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Early ERP research in the cognitive domain focused on the technique’s ability
to reflect the temporal sequence of information-processing operations. One of the
first successful applications of ERP research was the development of the “oddball”
paradigm, which produces a particular component, called “P300,” that is thought
to reflect memory-updating processes (Donchin, 1981). In a simple oddball exper-
iment, there are two distinct types of stimuli—for example, two distinct auditory
tones, one with a high probability of occurrence (the “frequent” stimulus), the
other with a very low probability of occurrence (the “rare” stimulus). On aver-
aging the ERPs to rare events, the result is an enhanced positive component occur-
ring between 200 and 500ms after stimulus presentation, which is of largest
amplitude over the centroparietal region of the scalp.

The amplitude of the P300 component elicited by rare events has been shown
to vary as a function of probability and event saliency. Thus, the amplitude of the
P300 component is enhanced for rare stimuli that are remarkably different from
the frequent stimuli, and also for rare stimuli that have a very low frequency of
occurrence (Squires, Squires, & Hillyard, 1975). Furthermore, the elicitation of 
a P300 component does not require an explicit categorization process, as P300
components may be elicited even when subjects are unwilling to explicitly re-
port information (Farwell & Donchin, 1991). One theory argues that the enhanced
P300 for rare events represents a biological marker of context updating. There-
fore, the processing of categorically inconsistent stimuli is thought to exert greater
processing demands in order to allow for an updating of the current representa-
tion of the environment (Donchin & Coles, 1988).

Cacioppo, Crites, Berntson, and Coles (1993) demonstrated the utility of the
classic P300 component in attitude research by using it as an index of attitude
registration. These authors speculated that because implicit attitudes are suspected
to play a major role in information processing, it might be possible to use the
P300 component to elucidate this role. Cacioppo et al. used a modified oddball
paradigm in which positive and negative words were presented sequentially in a
series of six. In addition, the experiment was balanced, so that half of the
sequences contained positive words as the frequent event with negative words
being rare, and the other half used negative words as the frequent event with pos-
itive words being rare. This is a “modified oddball paradigm” in that the tradi-
tional oddball paradigm does not break up the presentations into short sequences
of events.

Another modification to the oddball paradigm that was introduced by
Cacioppo et al. (1993) was the position of the rare event. In each series of six
stimuli, a rare stimulus never occurred within the first three stimuli. This was to
encourage subjects to first generate a positive or negative context and thereby
ensure that rare events were perceived as categorically different from the frequent
events. The subjects in this experiment were asked to count how many positive
or negative events occurred in each sequence and to report the count at the end
of the sequence. The results indicate that the rare events did elicit an enhanced
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positivity between 500 and 700ms after event presentation. Therefore, the results
of this initial study with the modified oddball approach are consistent with a
wealth of research investigating the utility of the P300 component as a tool for
understanding information-processing procedures.

Cacioppo, Crites, Gardner, and Berntson (1994) followed the initial devel-
opment of the evaluative oddball paradigm with a study that showed the P300
component to vary as a function of trait extremity. Specifically, highly and mod-
erately evaluatively inconsistent traits evoked a larger P300-like component than
did mildly inconsistent or evaluatively consistent traits. This finding suggests that
P300 amplitude in this paradigm is an index of the evaluative consistency of each
trait with the valence of the context in which it is presented.

Crites, Cacioppo, Gardner, and Berntson (1995) provided evidence that the
evoked P300-like component varies as a function of attitude registration as
opposed to attitude report. In this study, participants were asked in various con-
ditions to misreport their attitudes toward target incongruent adjectives. Even
when participants misreported the information, Crites et al. found enhanced P300-
like components to be evoked by evaluatively incongruent trait words. The results
suggest that the enhanced amplitude of the component elicited by evaluatively
incongruent trait adjectives reflects a categorization process, independent of the
subsequent response.

Another widely studied ERP component that might have potential applica-
tion to the study of implicit social attitudes is the N400 component. The N400
component was first described by Kutas and Hillyard (1980), who observed a neg-
ative deflection, peaking around 400ms, to words that are semantically incon-
gruent with the context of a sentence (e.g., “I like my coffee with cream and dog”).
The N400 is believed to reflect the relative ease with which word meaning can
be placed within the context of a sentence. Therefore, every word in a sentence
(presumably) elicits an N400 component, but words that are semantically incon-
gruent with the sentence context elicit a much larger N400 component.

The N400 component has also received some treatment in semantic priming
research. The seminal works concerning the semantic priming paradigm focused
on latency differences in lexical decision tasks. Neely (1977) used a priming pro-
cedure in which a target word, preceded by a prime, was to be judged as a word
or nonword. The results indicated that concepts associated with the prime are auto-
matically activated from memory upon presentation, and subsequently may facil-
itate the responses to semantically related words. For example, using a category
label “bird” as a prime facilitates the response to “robin” as a word. The results
from Neely’s experiment and many others seemed to fit the model of spreading
activation processes in semantic processing.

The semantic priming paradigm has been used occasionally in ERP research.
Bentin, McCarthy, and Wood (1985) observed a pronounced N400 component
evoked by target words that were either semantically unrelated or only moder-
ately related to the prime. Furthermore, the unrelated words elicited a more 
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pronounced N400 component than those that were moderately related. Some
debate still remains about the processes that this enhanced N400 component
reflects. One prevailing theory is that in the semantic priming paradigm the N400
occurs when semantic facilitation is not possible, rather than as a result of seman-
tic inhibition (Holcomb, 1988). Whatever the underlying mechanism, the N400
component has been shown to be a reliable component, elicited by targets that are
unrelated to their primes. Thus, the ERP results with semantic priming support
the behavioral results with the classic cognitive priming paradigm, and they open
the way to address questions such as whether facilitation occurs when the con-
notation of the primed attitude object matches the connotation of the target, or
whether inhibition occurs when the connotations of the prime and target are not
congruent.

Central to our efforts here, the behavioral attitude-priming paradigm has
shown a reliable significant interaction between the valence of the prime and the
valence of the target (Bargh et al., 1992; Fazio et al., 1986; Giner-Sorolla, Garcia,
& Bargh, 1999; Greenwald, Klinger, & Liu, 1989; Hermans, De Hower, & Eelen,
1994). Because the behavioral effects observed in the affective priming paradigm
are similar to those found in the original semantic priming paradigms, we reason
that the affective priming paradigm should elicit an N400 component when the
target valence differs from the prime valence. If an N400 component is elicited by
a target stimulus that is affectively incongruent with that of the prime, we hypoth-
esize that the passive reception of the prime is sufficient to activate a learned pos-
itive or negative judgment, which subsequently will affect the processing of the
target stimulus. If so, the enhanced N400 component would provide physiologi-
cal evidence that (i) an implicit attitude is activated by mere presentation of an
attitude object, even when the task does not demand such an evaluation, and (ii)
this evoked attitude will affect the subsequent evaluative processing of the target
stimulus. Furthermore, the presence of significant effects would demonstrate the
utility of scalp-recorded ERPs as a dependent measure of attitude registration.

The purpose of the current project was to test the notion that attitudes toward
political leaders, groups, issues, and ideas are spontaneously activated by the pres-
entation of a political stimulus. To test this notion, we recorded ERPs while par-
ticipants were engaged in a political attitude-priming paradigm. Participants first
took part in a reaction-time pretest to determine their attitude toward political
leaders, groups, and issues. The fastest latencies, used to select the strongest pos-
itive and negative responses, served as primes in the subsequent priming proce-
dure. The target words for the priming procedure were high-valence positive and
negative personality characteristics that were chosen on the basis of normative
data (Anderson, 1955). Our major hypothesis in this experiment was that incon-
gruent prime/target pairs would elicit a larger N400 component than congruent
prime/target pairs. If the N400 component is indeed enhanced for incongruent
prime/target pairs, it can be assumed that evaluations regarding the political
primes were activated spontaneously, even though the experimental task did not
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call on subjects to make an evaluation of the prime or target concepts. Such a
finding provides physiological evidence for the hot cognition hypothesis.

Method

Participants

Fourteen (8 female) graduate students from the State University of New York
at Stony Brook volunteered for participation in the experiment and gave informed
consent. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The data of three partici-
pants (2 female) were excluded from the final analysis because of excessive eye-
blinks during the ERP recordings. Those whose data were included ranged in age
from 22 to 39, with a mean age of 27.

Stimuli and Procedure

Two days before the experimental session, participants took part in a com-
puterized prime-selection phase. In this pretest, participants viewed 37 political
attitude objects (see the Appendix) and indicated as quickly as possible whether
they felt positively or negatively about the political stimulus. The participants
indicated their attitudes by pressing one of two keys on a standard keyboard, one
labeled “positive” and the other labeled “negative.” The order in which the words
appeared on the screen was randomized. A commercially available stimulus pres-
entation program recorded the latency of response. Each participant took the
pretest twice, with the stimuli in different orders. When a participant responded
differently to the same stimulus in the two runs, that stimulus was discarded.
Finally, the response latencies from the two runs were added together for each of
the remaining political attitude objects, forming a composite latency score for
each object. Similar to the procedures of Fazio et al. (1986), the five strongest
positive and five strongest negative political attitude objects were selected on the
basis of the shortest response latencies. These served as the primes in the exper-
imental task for that participant.

For the experimental session, we constructed a list of 15 adjectives that were
clearly positive (e.g., “honest,” “attractive”) and 15 adjectives that were clearly
negative (e.g., “cruel,” “vulgar”). These served as the targets in the priming task.
Participants were instructed that the experimental task would involve making a
valence (positive or negative) judgment for each target word. They were also told
that immediately before each of the target words, there would be a “memory”
word presented quickly on the screen. These memory words were the five posi-
tive and five negative political attitude objects that had been selected on the basis
of the results of each participant’s pretest. During the test phase, it was possible
that participants could simply ignore the prime and still respond to the target auto-
matically. To ensure that participants would not adopt this potentially confound-
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ing strategy, we told them that they might be tested on the memory words after
the experimental procedure. The design was balanced so that each prime appeared
six times (paired with a negative target three times and a positive target three
times), and each target appeared twice, preceded once by a positive prime and
once by a negative prime. The primes were randomized before creating the unique
sequence file for each participant, so that the strongest primes wouldn’t always
occur with the same target adjectives.

On each trial, a prime was presented for 150ms, followed by a 100-ms inter-
val before the onset of the target. Therefore, the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA)
was 250ms. The target word remained on the screen for 1,000ms and was fol-
lowed by an upper-case “R,” which signaled the participant to make a valence
judgment for the target word. The delay before responding was included to mini-
mize muscle artifact and motor potentials in the ERP. There was a 1,000-ms delay
from the occurrence of the response to the onset of the next prime. Stimuli on the
LCD screen were presented in red 48-point Arial font and appeared on a black
background. The participant’s eyes were about 24 inches from the stimulus display.

EEG and EOG recording. The EEG was recorded from Ag/AgCl electrodes
attached at three midline scalp locations: FZ, CZ, and PZ (according to the Inter-
national 10–20 system). The EEG from all active electrodes was referenced to the
right mastoid. The ground electrode was placed on the left mastoid. The vertical
electro-oculogram (EOG) was recorded from an electrode above the right eye,
referenced to the right mastoid. All impedances were held under 10 ohms. The
EEG was recorded with a bandpass of 0.1 to 30Hz and a gain of 1,000. The EEG
was digitized at 1,000Hz.

The evoked potentials were analyzed off-line, with a time base from 100ms
before the presentation of the prime until 800ms after the target, for a total epoch
of 1,100. Epochs with ocular artifact were excluded from further analyses. Sepa-
rate averages were then constructed for congruent prime/target pairs and incon-
gruent prime/target pairs.

Results

Figure 4 compares the ERPs evoked by congruent and incongruent
prime/target pairs. (These ERPs are the grand averages of the ERPs of all indi-
vidual participants.) Until about 250ms after the onset of the target stimulus (i.e.,
500ms after the onset of the prime), the ERPs are highly similar. At about 250ms,
the ERPs diverge. The ERPs evoked by the targets that are affectively incongru-
ent with their primes show a negative component not seen in the ERPs evoked by
the congruent targets. This is labeled “N400” in the figure, consistent with the label
applied to a similar component in semantic incongruity paradigms. (Note that the
latency of the component varies, depending on the specific circumstances.)

Prior research indicates that the N400 component shows the greatest ampli-
tude at centroparietal electrodes and has a peak latency of about 400ms after the
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onset of an incongruous word. The current findings are consistent with the pre-
vious findings. To quantify the effect and to test the a priori hypotheses that targets
that were incongruent with the prime would evoke an N400 that was largest pos-
teriorly, we located the largest negative potential at PZ between 570 and 710ms
after the onset of the prime for each participant. Amplitudes for the N400 com-
ponent at all electrode sites were measured at this latency. Because there were too
few trials to analyze the ERP data for every positive/negative ¥ congruent/incon-
gruent cell mean, the positive/negative valence conditions were collapsed to form
two conditions: congruent and incongruent. A 4 (electrode) ¥ 2 (condition) within-
subjects analysis of variance was used, with the amplitude of the N400 compo-
nent serving as the dependent measure in the analysis. Greenhouse-Geisser
epsilons were used to adjust the degrees of freedom because of the possibility of
violating the sphericity assumption. The results are shown in Figure 5. There was
a significant main effect for condition [F(1, 10) = 8.55, p < .05]. This main effect
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revealed a larger negative amplitude for incongruent prime/target pairs (M =
-2.36mV) than for congruent prime/target pairs (M = -0.633mV). There was also
a significant main effect for electrode site [F(3, 15) = 6.66, p < .05]. Finally, there
was a significant interaction between electrode and condition [F(3, 15) = 8.56, 
p < .01]. For the incongruent condition, a follow-up comparison revealed a larger
negative amplitude at CZ than at FZ [F(1, 10) = 6.98, p < .05]. Comparisons
between FZ and PZ and between CZ and PZ failed to reach significance.

To evaluate for possible differences in P300 amplitude, we performed a 4
(electrode) ¥ 2 (condition) within-subjects analysis of variance. The largest pos-
itive potential at PZ between 400 and 750ms after the onset of the prime was
located for each participant. Amplitudes for the P300 component at all electrode
sites were measured at this latency. The main effect for condition was not signi-
ficant [F(1, 10) = 0.9, p > .1], nor was the main effect for electrode [F(3, 19) =
0.5, p > .1]. Finally, the interaction between electrode and condition was not 
significant [F(3, 14) = 1.28, p > .1].

Discussion

Many semantic priming studies have shown that behavioral responses to a
target word are faster when that word is primed by related, congruent concepts.
Recently the priming paradigm was extended to the study of the affective impact
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of words. These studies (e.g., Bargh, 1997; Fazio et al., 1986) suggest that words
automatically activate affective associations as well as semantic associations.
Lodge and Taber (2002) extended the affective and semantic priming research into
the political domain. Our results support the concept of hot cognition and open
the way for more detailed studies of the on-line processing of political concepts.

Incongruent prime/target pairings were shown to elicit a negative ERP com-
ponent peaking around 400ms after the onset of the target stimulus (see Figure
4). This component closely resembles the N400 component that has been exten-
sively studied in the semantic domain, where it is thought to reflect the brain’s
reaction to semantic incongruity (Kutas & Hillyard, 1980). The first important
implication of our results is that affective, as well as semantic, incongruity can
produce an N400. It remains to be seen whether the semantic and affective N400s
are identical in their neural substrates and functional properties.

Our study did not reveal any differences in the P300 component between con-
gruent and incongruent prime/target pairs. The lack of a difference in P300 ampli-
tude between experimental conditions can be attributed to the methodological
design of the experiment. As mentioned above, the amplitude of the P300 com-
ponent has been shown to vary as a function of event probability and event
saliency (Squires et al., 1975). The present experiment did not include a proba-
bility manipulation, as there were equal numbers of congruent and incongruent
pairs and of positive and negative targets. Moreover, because each target was a
high-valence word, it would not be expected that any one particular target would
be more salient than the others. Cacioppo et al. (1993) found significant differ-
ences in P300 amplitude for rare target words that were incongruent with valence
to the words in the series. In that case, the change in valence with the appearance
of the target word was a rare event. It was most likely also very salient because
of its difference from the rest of the stimulus set. Therefore, the differences in
P300 amplitude in the Cacioppo et al. (1993) study are not surprising, given the
literature on the functional determinants of the P300. The present study did not
contain probability or saliency manipulations, and therefore it is not surprising
that P300 amplitude differences were not observed.

The results further demonstrate the utility of scalp-recorded ERPs for the
measurement of spontaneous activation of implicit attitudes. The N400 compo-
nent proved to be sensitive to spontaneous evaluative processing in the priming
paradigm. ERP recordings provide several major advantages for the study of cog-
nition and affect. First, the ERP directly reflects the activation of populations of
neurons involved in the processing of information. Thus, it is possible to ask
whether automatic affective and semantic activations involve the same brain
areas. Second, the ERP consists of a temporal series of components whose timing
reflects the timing of the underlying processes. ERPs might well prove useful in
testing Zajonc’s hypothesis on the primacy of affect—determining whether
semantic or affective activation occurs first. The technique also can be used to
address questions about how semantic and affective processing interact with each
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other. Third, ERP recordings allow for an unobtrusive, non-invasive glimpse into
ongoing information processing. For example, if an affect-laden political term
were embedded in a sentence that the subject is asked to read and comprehend in
normal fashion, and we require a behavioral response to that term (e.g., a button
press) to assess the affective response, this would disrupt the normal processing
of the sentence. With ERP recordings, by contrast, we can index the subject’s eval-
uative reaction to the term without requiring a behavioral response and without
the subject’s awareness.

On a less methodological level, the current results from ERPs support the
behavioral evidence for hot cognition. It has been speculated that affective eval-
uations are stored in memory for all political concepts that have been repeatedly
evaluated in the past, and that these affective responses are automatically elicited
when the concept is activated in memory. Here, we found that implicit evalua-
tions were made in response to strongly positive and negative political stimuli,
and that these evaluations affected the brain’s response to the high-valence
concept that followed. This suggests that the emotional evaluation is stored with
the concept—that is, political terms are indeed “hot.”

It is perhaps less surprising that political terms are hot than that they can
affect the processing of subsequent semantically unrelated political and nonpo-
litical words. Whereas semantic activation is thought to spread in a network of
semantically associative concepts, we find—as others have recently found—an
automatic affective incongruence effect for semantically unrelated concepts. For
every positively or negatively valenced word in one’s vocabulary, the set of sim-
ilarly valenced words must be enormous. Although we have not yet identified the
neural mechanisms by which the processing of all of these words could be auto-
matically facilitated, the social-psychological-neurological implications are great
in implying the interdependence of thought and feeling.

APPENDIX: Political Primes

Clinton George Washington Free speech
Gore Democrat Death penalty
Giuliani Republican Peace
George W. Bush Politician Flag
Hillary Pro-life Parade
Hitler Pro-choice Swastika
Lincoln NRA Terrorists
Kennedy NAACP Affirmative action
Pataki African Americans Welfare
Bloomberg Arabs Gun control
Mark Green Jews Counterterrorism
Osama bin Laden Americans
Colin Powell Taxes
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